Detail of ancient timber houses of the 15th and 16th centuries selected from those existing at Rouen, Caen, Beauvais, Toulouse, Abbeville, Strasbourg. Drawn on the spot and etched by A. Melly. Pugin. A.D. 1836.
Door of a house in the rue malpina.

Details of a house, rue d'Annette, Rouen.
compartment of the 1st story of a house rue des Petits thien 2

AVE. MARIA GRATIA PLENA DOMINUS TECUM B

Pub'd Feb. 20th 1831 by R. Cromom & S. London
bracketing of houses place St Pierre Beauvais
compartment of the upper story of a house in France. By Thomas Bowdler.
compartment of the 1st story of the hôtel de la taille de Beauvais.
corner of the 20 St. Martin's Lane

beauvais

branching of a house near cheltenham
compartment of lower story of a house rue du port de Boulogne
abbeville

compartment of lower story of a house, rue de la bucherie.
compartment of the first story of a house Grande rue ecoustane.
showing the fate which will shortly befall the few remains of ancient carpentry that have yet escaped the hand of the destroyer!!!
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